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About our courses
Our training services introduce you to best practices and pro-
vide you with skills to maximize the functionalities the system 
offers. We enable time-efficient onboarding and continuous 
learning with a combination of instructor-led training and 
self-paced eLearning. Courses are available in a large range 
of topics and in a variety of delivery methods; Instructor-Led 
Training (ILT/classroom), Virtual Instructor-Led Training (VILT/
virtual classroom), eLearning, blended learning, hybrid class-
room, or a personalized combination to suit your needs.

The course duration stated for each course is referring to the length of the course 
when delivered as live classroom training. When a course is taught virtually, we will 
split it over several days (arrangements are made when booking).

The courses are a mixture of instructor-led presentations, demonstrations in SimCorp 
Dimension, and hands-on exercises. Some courses are available as blended learning, 
where course participants will study an online curriculum as preparation for an 
instructor-led session. The blended learning format provides more flexible scheduling, 
where the course theory is learned in self-paced eLearning, and hands-on exercises 
and discussions take place in the instructor-led portion of the course. 

Our courses are held in English and the fee includes 
materials and access to a cloud-based training environment.
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Technical Requirements
The courses may be delivered online as virtual instructor-led training. We recommend 
a stable internet connection and that you test the access before the beginning of the 
course. For all virtual trainings we recommend having a headset with microphone and 
two monitors (or at least one larger monitor) for better display of SimCorp Dimension 
windows.

The virtual instructor-led training sessions are delivered through Microsoft Teams.

eLearning
Experience the flexibility of self-paced continuous learning in our award-winning 
portal. You can enjoy guided learning with our recommended learning plans, and keep 
track of your progress, all in a user-friendly web-based portal.

Operating SimCorp Dimension and releasing its full potential requires product exper-
tise and best-practice experience. With our eLearning, SimCorp’s professional content 
creators guide you through SimCorp Dimension using theory, simulations, and tests. 

The eLearning Enterprise Subscription provides access to lessons, courses, and vide-
os that simulate the experience of working step-by-step within SimCorp Dimension.

For more information about our eLearning subscription, please visit 
https://www.simcorp.com/en/training-services/elearning

Please contact Education Services for more information about our training: 
coursebooker@simcorp.com.
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SimCorp  
Dimension Academy 

Description
The SimCorp Dimension Academy is a compre-
hensive training program encompassing the 
core concepts inherent in each functional area 
within finance, inclusive of front office, middle 
office, and back office functions. The Academy 
focuses on the functionality, procedures, and 
necessary tools for implementing and integrat-
ing SimCorp Dimension. 

The objective of the course is to equip participants with standard 
implementation tools, provide an overview of the SimCorp 
Dimension implementation process, and build up the partici-
pants’ competence to optimally adopt SimCorp Dimension in 
daily tasks. 

The Academy is a three-week, full-time training program. The first 
two weeks incorporate financial and technical principles within 
the SimCorp Dimension environment. The training alternates 
between instructor presentations and hands-on exercises. Par-
ticipants are then expected to complete a 3-day implementation 
project assignment. The course concludes with a 3-hour test.

The course is a mixture of instructor-led presentations, demon-
strations in SimCorp Dimension, and hands-on exercises.

Target audience
This course is relevant to all people 
that participate in the implementation 
of SimCorp Dimension or parts of this 
software system, and/or users that 
have broad responsibilities in relation 
to the system, such as functional/
application supporters, developers, 
quality assurance specialists, system 
managers, system operators, and 
IT staff that might need to change 
configurations of various batch jobs or 
services within the system. 

All new employees in SimCorp with a 
function related to SimCorp Dimension 
participate in this training program. 

Prerequisites
Financial knowledge is an advantage. 
No prior system knowledge is required.

Course duration
The SimCorp Dimension Academy is a 
3-week full-time training program. 

During the first 10 days, the daily 
schedule is from 09:00 – 17:00. During 
the assignment, students manage their 
own time schedule. The last day of the 
Academy the course finishes at approx. 
14:00
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Curriculum 

MODULE 1 – Introduction
• General introduction 

• Introduction to the SimCorp Dimension Academy

• Introduction to SimCorp Dimension

• SimCorp clients

• Demo Live

• Navigation 

• Navigation in SimCorp Dimension 

• Business flow and transactions

• Business flow 

• Transaction process 

• Portfolio structures

• Core concepts

• Static Data I – Securities 

MODULE 2 – Front Office
• Introduction to Front Office

• Asset Manager 

• Order Manager

• Pricing and Market Data

• Pricing Profiles and Pricing Definitions

• Integrated Investment Processing

• Modelling introduction

MODULE 3 – Front and Middle Office
• Introduction to Compliance

• Compliance Manager

• Risk Management based on stress test

• Performance Measurement 
 

MODULE 4 - Operations
• Example of a Business Workflow

• Settlement

• Settlement defaults

• Cost defaults

• Safekeeping

• Safekeeping transactions 
 

MODULE 5 - Static Data and Valuations
• Static Data II - Contracts

• Fund Accounting

• Portfolio Calculation

• Cash Management
 

MODULE 6 – General Reconciliation & 
Alternative Investments
• General Reconciliation - Holdings

• Alternative Investments

MODULE 7 – Accounting
• Financial Accounting Frameworks

• Holdings structure 

• Financial Accounting – Adjustments (Mark-to- 

market)

• Period Closure

• General Ledger
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MODULE 8 – Data Import
• Filter Tool Box 

• Overview of the flow

• Internal format

• External file

• Base filter

• Data format setup - Definitions

• Field list 

• External data mapping

• Pre-run and reformat functions

• Translations and formulas

• Example records

• Service Framework 
 

MODULE 9 – Data Export
• Data Model Overview

• Database structure

• Technical documentation about tables, fields, and 

views

• Data Extractor (DEX)

• Extraction Definitions

• Extraction Setups

• Extracts Exporter 

• Extracts Viewer

• Reference Files

• Reports in SimCorp Dimension

• Introduction to the Data Warehouse Manager
 

MODULE 10 - System Maintenance
• Batch Jobs and Batch Job Groups

• Data Migration

• Dynamic data and opening balances

• Configuration Transport Tools - Mass Export/

Import

• Configuration Transport – System Options

• Direct Data Import

• User authentication and authorization

• Communication Server

• Straight Through Processing (STP)

DAYS 11, 12, 13 – Assignment
Students work in pairs with a case 
study over 3 days. The work is done 
in a best practice SimCorp Dimension 
installation. Trainers provide support, 
but students are encouraged to apply 
the knowledge they have acquired 
during the first 10 days of the Academy 
on their own. 

DAY 14 – Presentations
Students are asked to present a topic 
from the assignment to their fellow 
students and the trainers. These 
presentations are done in the SimCorp 
Dimension installation and serve as a 
“recap” on topics learned. 

DAY 15 – Test
• 3-hour multiple choice test. The test 

consists of 75 questions and is open 

book; meaning that students have 

access to their installation and their 

training binders during the test. 

• Celebration and finish. 
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Topics include
This course consists of several mod-
ules, where modules 1 and 2 are man-
datory parts of the SimCorp Dimension 
Business Foundation course, and the 
other modules are optional to allow 
your organization to customize the 
course content. One module approx-
imately equals half a day of training, 
and the total number of modules of the 
course must add up to 3-5 full days of 
training (6-10 modules). Depending on 
the duration of the course, some or all 
the following topics will be covered:

Description
The purpose of this course is to introduce 
you to the business functionality of SimCorp 
Dimension. The course is designed to end-user 
specific parts of SimCorp Dimension, including 
front office, middle office, and back office. 

During the course, you will learn how to use the main applications 
within these business areas, and how to customize their behavior 
and the flow between the business areas. You learn how to 
troubleshoot and understand the flow between business and IT 
areas. The course covers a mixture of basic financial theory and 
SimCorp Dimension functionality.

The course is a mixture of instructor-led presentations, demon-
strations in SimCorp Dimension, and hands-on exercises.

Target audience
This course is relevant to business end users and users who 
support business applications.

SimCorp Dimension 
Business Foundation 
Course – modular (3-5 days)

Course level
Foundation

Prerequisites
Financial knowledge/work experience 
is an advantage. SimCorp Dimension 
system experience is not required.

Course duration
3-5 days
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MODULE 5 - Safekeeping Transactions
• Safekeeping Transactions

MODULE 6 - Security Masters
•  OTC instruments, Trade Manager and XpressIn-

struments

MODULE 7 - Settlement Defaults
• Settlement defaults 

MODULE 8 - Fund Administration
• Portfolio calculation

• Fund administration 

MODULE 9 - Financial Accounting
• Financial Accounting Frameworks

• Holdings structure 

MODULE 10 - General Reconciliation 
• Reconciliation of holdings

MODULE 11 - Cost Calculations
• Cost defaults 

* Mandatory module

MODULE 1 - Introduction to SimCorp 
Dimension*
• SimCorp Dimension as an IBOR

• Navigation in SimCorp Dimension

• Transaction process

MODULE 2 - General Functionality*
• Core concepts

• Market data and Pricing

• Security data

MODULE 3 - Portfolio Management
• Asset Manager

MODULE 4 - Compliance
• Compliance Manager
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Topics include
This course consists of several mod-
ules, where modules 1 and 2 are man-
datory parts of the SimCorp Dimension 
Technical Foundation course, and the 
other modules are optional to allow 
your organization to customize the 
course content. One module approx-
imately equals half a day of training, 
and the total number of modules of the 
course must add up to 3-4 full days of 
training (6-8 modules). Depending on 
the duration of the course, some or all 
the following topics will be covered: 

Description
The purpose of this course is to introduce you 
to the foundation of the technical aspects of 
SimCorp Dimension.

Besides the fundamental parts of SimCorp Dimension, the 
course will cover the most popular technical modules; Filter Tool 
Box (FTB) and Data Extractor (DEX). The mandatory part covers 
navigation, the integrated help system, the transaction lifecycle, 
and a few other fundamental business concepts, needed by any 
person that will support the operational business flows and the 
maintenance of the system.

The course is a mixture of instructor-led presentations, demon-
strations in SimCorp Dimension, and hands-on exercises.

Target audience
The technical end users who are going to work with the technical 
parts of SimCorp Dimension. The course is suitable for system 
supporters, system operators, reporting specialists, connectivity 
specialists and others who are interested in technical aspects of 
SimCorp Dimension.

SimCorp Dimension 
Technical Foundation 
Course – modular (3-4 days)

Course level
Foundation

Prerequisites
General technical/IT knowledge is an 
advantage. SimCorp Dimension system 
experience is not required.

Course duration
3-4 days
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MODULE 1 - Introduction to SimCorp 
Dimension*
• SimCorp Dimension as an IBOR

• Navigation in SimCorp Dimension

• Transaction process

MODULE 2 - General Functionality*
• Core concepts

• Pricing profile

• Market data

• Security data

MODULE 3 - Data Import – part 1
• Data flow from file to system

• Base filters – how they control the insertion of 

data in the target application

• Data Format Setup – how data is mapped between 

file and fields

• Filtering data with pre-run and re-format functions

MODULE 4 - Data Import – part 2
• Transformation of data with translations, formulas, 

and temporary fields

• Troubleshooting import configurations with tests, 

break points and error message tools

• Applying message queues for data import 

MODULE 5 - Data Export – part 1
• Database overview

• SimCorp Dimensions technical documentation

• Extraction definitions

• Extraction setup

MODULE 6 - Data Export – part 2
• Extracts Exporter

• Reference files

• Reports in SimCorp Dimension

MODULE 7 - Data Export – part 3 
• Navigation in the Data Warehouse Manager

• Configuration of the data scope in a data model

• Configuration of a load plan

MODULE 8 - Automation 
• Batch jobs and Batch job groups

• Service framework in SimCorp Dimension

• Straight-through processing (STP)
 
* Mandatory module
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Topics include
• Navigation in Alternative Investments 

Manager

• Direct and indirect (fund) invest-

ments in Alternative Investments 

Manager

• Static data for alternative invest-

ments – assets, securities, and 

investment links 

• Transactions for alternative invest-

ments – commitments, capital 

calls (drawdowns), distributions 

(paydowns)

• Investment performance measures 

– investment multiples (PIC, DPI, RPI, 

TVPI), Internal Rate of Return, gross-

of-fees and net-of-fees measures

• Decomposition and look-through of 

indirect investments

Description
The purpose of this course is to introduce 
you to the Alternative Investments Manager 
solution in SimCorp Dimension, and how it 
supports a range of processes related to the 
management of alternative investments from 
the perspective of a Limited Partner (LP).

The course covers the creation and update of information 
on alternative investment assets, as well as how to capture 
transactions for fund investments (commitments, capital calls, 
distributions) and direct investments (purchases of equity stakes, 
extensions of debt). 

Moreover, the course will introduce the decomposition and look-
through functionality for alternative investments, facilitating a 
granular analysis of exposure to underlying assets of for instance 
private equity or infrastructure funds. 

The course is a mixture of instructor-led presentations, demon-
strations in SimCorp Dimension, and hands-on exercises.

Target audience
The course is relevant for portfolio managers as well as invest-
ment performance and risk personnel involved in the manage-
ment of alternative investments.

Alternative  
Investments Manager

Course level
Intermediate

Prerequisites
We recommend that you have basic 
knowledge of navigation and transac-
tion processing in SimCorp Dimension.

Course duration
3 days
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Topics include
• Setting up Asset Manager

• Layouts

• Data Selector

• Portfolio Sheet

• Cash Viewer

• Simulating buy and sell transactions

• Multiple Portfolio View

• Single Security Targeting

• Strategy Definition

• Group level analytics

• Assigning value defaults

• FX simulations

• Auto FX generation in Cash Viewer

Description
The purpose of this course is to introduce you 
to how to set up the Asset Manager in SimCorp 
Dimension, and to perform various portfolio 
management tasks, such as displaying analyt-
ics, creating simulations and orders to get an 
overview of the functionality in the different 
applets.

The course is a mixture of instructor-led presentations, demon-
strations in SimCorp Dimension, and hands-on exercises.

Target audience
This course is relevant to implementation consultants as well as 
portfolio managers using Asset Manager

Asset Manager

Course level
Intermediate

Prerequisites
We recommend that you have knowledge of 
basic navigation in SimCorp Dimension.

Course duration
2 days
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Topics include
• Understanding the collateral pool in 

relation to the collateral agreement

• Securities lending 

• Repos in the Trade Manager

• Setting up the Collateral Manager

• Calculating exposures

• Sending/receiving margin calls

• Cash vs. securities collateral

• Dispute handling

• Auto-allocation for proposed collat-

eral

• Substitution of collateral 

• Margin Manager

Description
The purpose of this course is to introduce you 
to securities lending and Bilateral collateral 
management in SimCorp Dimension. The prima-
ry focus of the course is to build up your ability 
to work with Collateral Manager and Margin 
Manager.

You will learn how to process securities lending, handle repos in 
the Trade Manager, adjust collateral rules linked to specific legal 
agreements, manage cash and securities inventory as well as 
conduct margin calls. You will explore how the Collateral Manager 
integrates with the Margin Manager and get an overview of 
electronic messaging with MarginSphere.

The course is a mixture of instructor-led presentations, demon-
strations in SimCorp Dimension, and hands-on exercises.

Target audience
This course is relevant for anyone who is interested in un-
derstanding how to work with applications used for collateral 
management in SimCorp Dimension.

Collateral Manager

Course level
Intermediate

Prerequisites
We recommend that you have com-
pleted SimCorp Dimension Business 
Foundation, or SimCorp Dimension 
Academy, or at a minimum have basic 
navigating knowledge of SimCorp 
Dimension.

Course Duration
2 days
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Topics include

Introduction to SimCorp Dimension 
connectivity components and specif-
ically the Communication Server

• CSV and XML format

• Communication Server architecture

• Communication Server configuration 

files

• Ports, labels and handlers

• CDL - Cartridge Definition Language

• Communication Server Sandbox

• Sending/enqueuing and receiving/

dequeuing

• SCD Gateway

• SCD Gateway and CDL Gateway 

commands

Transaction processing in SimCorp 
Dimension

• Transaction flows

• Auxiliary Status Job concept

• Auxiliary Status Job configuration

• STP processing and queues

• Transaction matching

• Match setup

Communication Server

• Message routing

• Synchronous and asynchronous 

flows

• Persistence and Sequencer ports

• Scalability and decomposition

• Communication Server tools

• Best practice and naming conven-

tions

Description
The purpose of this course is to introduce you 
to the SimCorp Dimension connectivity tool, the 
Communication Server, and to the interaction 
between the Communication Server and the 
transaction flow in SimCorp Dimension. 

By the end of the course, you should be able to set up a simple 
Communication Server solution that can read data files automat-
ically and put them into the SimCorp Dimension import mecha-
nisms as well as export data from SimCorp Dimension based on a 
trigger file. In addition, you should be able to set up a transaction 
flow that triggers a Communication Server via Auxiliary Status 
Jobs. Finally, you will learn about specific port types, scalability, 
advanced SimCorp Dimension gateway commands, and best 
practices recommendations for designing Communication Server 
solutions. 

The course is a mixture of instructor-led presentations, demon-
strations in SimCorp Dimension, and hands-on exercises.

Target audience
This course is mainly relevant to people with technical and/or 
reporting backgrounds for automating workflows that require 
interaction with the outside world. However, as these workflows 
are often related to the back office/settlement processing, people 
in these areas may also benefit from understanding the underly-
ing requirements or possibilities provided by the Communication 
Server.

Communication  
Server

Course level
Advanced

Prerequisites
We recommend that you have completed the SimCorp 
Dimension Technical Foundation course or SimCorp 
Dimension Academy and have knowledge of XML. Knowl-
edge of XSLT is an advantage. It is also preferable that you 
have a general understanding about security transaction 
processing in SimCorp Dimension.

Course Duration
4 days
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Topics include

• Understanding compliance (invest-

ment restrictions) in SimCorp 

Dimension 

• Building a hierarchy and assigning 

simple, complex, and special compli-

ance rules

• Understanding the rule building 

blocks and how to use them

• Using alerts to resolve rule breaches 

and data exceptions

• Examining special rule types; 

benchmark rules, broker restrictions, 

declaration rules, and cash monitoring 

rules

• Understanding the pre-trade compli-

ance workflow

• Automating the maintenance of 

investment restrictions on large 

numbers of portfolios and funds

• Understanding the four-eyes approval

• Understanding the operational work-

flows, that is, front office data layer, 

batch jobs, validation groups, services, 

compliance configuration/front office 

options/attribute configuration

• Understanding the portfolio life cycle 

with respect to compliance

• Understanding the daily workflows, 

that is, pre- and post-trade compli-

ance

Description
The purpose of this course is to introduce you 
to the Compliance Manager in SimCorp 
Dimension. The primary focus of the course is 
to build up your ability to configure and apply 
the different applets in Compliance Manager.

Furthermore, you will learn about the ways in which Compliance 
Manager integrates with other SimCorp Dimension application 
managers. You will become familiarized with the various applets, 
construction of simple and complex rules, and the rule building 
process. You will also learn about the operational and daily 
workflows regarding validation of investment rules and follow up 
on alerts, by working with the integration between the Compli-
ance Manager and the other Front Office applications within the 
system.

The course is a mixture of instructor-led presentations, demon-
strations in SimCorp Dimension, and hands-on exercises.

Target audience
This course is relevant to anyone who is interested in fully 
understanding how to work with Compliance Manager from the 
rule building process to performing day-to-day operations with 
the solution. 

Compliance Manager
 

Course level
Intermediate 

Prerequisites 
We recommend that you have com-
pleted SimCorp Dimension Academy, 
SimCorp Dimension Business Founda-
tion course, or at least have knowledge 
of navigating/working in SimCorp 
Dimension.

Course duration
3 days
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Topics include
This course consists of a 3-hour 
presentation showing the possibilities 
and a 4-hour hands-on session where 
the participant can practice what 
has been shown on their own course 
environment hosted by SimCorp.

Description
The purpose of this course is to get you famil-
iarized with the configuration manager, our new 
tool to export/import configurations from one 
environment to another. This new module, with 
an API first approach, allows you to perform 
these actions using any tool you are familiar 
with provided that they can call our APIs.

You will first briefly see the underlying XMGR platform and how to 
configure it so it can connect to the different installations.

The main part of the course explains the PowerShell modules 
that SimCorp provides to get started with the tool and introduces 
you to the basic actions. This allows you to be able to build 
further so the flow corresponds to your own internal flow of 
configuration handling in SimCorp Dimension installations.

Target audience
This course is relevant to those who are managing configurations 
within SimCorp Dimension and/or are responsible of managing 
the move of the configurations from DEV to TEST to ultimately 

PROD.

Configuration Manager  
– How to operate?

Course level
Intermediate

Prerequisites
This course requires some 
knowledge of Microsoft Power-
Shell, some understanding of 
GIT/GITHub, although we will go 
over the very basics during the 
first part of the course. Further-
more, some basic knowledge of 
SimCorp Dimension insides will 
be very beneficial.

Course duration
1 day
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Topics include

Basic system concepts

• Static data and reference data

• Holdings and Holding Keys

• Portfolio calculations

Data Import

• Dataflow from file to database and 

tools in Filter Tool Box (FTB)

• Base filters as the gate and control of 

target applications

• Verification: Example records, single 

record tests and break points

• Transformations: Pre-run and 

re-format functions, translations and 

formulas

• Filter integration

• Message queues: tools and services

Data Export

• SimCorp Dimensions Data Dictionary 

and Technical documentation 

• Tools in the Data Extractor (DEX) 

• Extraction Definition

• Extraction Setup

• Extracts Exporter

• Extracts Validator

• User schema management

• Advanced extractions:

• Extracts from extract tables 

(DEX on DEX)

• Inline views

• Formulas

Description
The purpose of this course is to introduce you 
to the most general tools for data import (Filter 
Tool Box) and data export (Data Extractor) to 
and from SimCorp Dimension.

During the course, you will learn how to transform data as part 
of the import and/or export process using built-in functions and 
formulas. The course also covers the message queues and an 
overview of the data model in SimCorp Dimension, as well as how 
to troubleshoot common errors. After completing this course, 
you will be able to analyze and create solutions to requirements 
related to import and export of data in SimCorp Dimension.

The course is a mixture of instructor-led presentations, demon-
strations in SimCorp Dimension, and hands-on exercises.

Target audience
This course is relevant to staff involved in implementation, report-
ing or migration projects, and staff responsible for data manage-
ment, data quality and/or reporting in SimCorp Dimension. 

Data Import & Export

Course level
Intermediate

Prerequisites
We recommend that you have a basic understanding of 
the needs of moving data between different software 
systems; either for migration or reporting purposes. It is an 
advantage that you have worked with SimCorp Dimension 
for a few months, you should be able to navigate the 
portal, apply some of the applications and be able to use 
the systems context help. Furthermore, it is an advantage 
if you have an elementary understanding of relational 
databases (tables, fields, views, joins and SQL select 
statements).

Course duration
3 days
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Topics include
• Introduction to data warehouses with 

Kimball’s Data Warehouse architec-

ture

• Bus matrix, facts and dimen-

sions, and star schemas

• Data Warehouse methodology

• Extractions, transformations, 

and loads (ETL process)

• SimCorp IMW – Investment Manage-

ment Warehouse, a library of facts 

and related dimensions 

• Incremental approach to build-

ing a warehouse

• Source applications in 

SimCorp Dimension

• SimCorp Dimension – Data Ware-

house Manager

• Data Model Designer – A tool 

to build and maintain data 

models

• Load Monitor – A tool to moni-

tor the execution of load plans 

and validate single loads

• Customization of data models

• New facts and dimension

• Copies of facts and dimen-

sions from SimCorp IMW

• Customization of standard ta-

bles from the SimCorp IMW 

• Free codes and formulas

• Data Mart creation

• Base Marts

• User Marts

• User Mart Connections

• Optional SimCorp Business Intelli-

gence

• Star marts and data models

• Hubs, Apps and Streams

• Master Items

• Charts and Filters

• Selections

Description
The purpose of this course is to introduce you 
to the functionality of SimCorp Dimension’s 
Data Warehouse Manager, including the Data 
Model Designer, the Load Monitor and how to 
configure variables and load plans, and how 
they are applied in the daily operation of the 
data warehouse.

The general concepts of data warehouses and dimensional 
modelling will briefly be introduced. Emphasis is on SimCorp IMW 
(Investment Management Warehouse), SimCorp’s library of facts 
tables and their related dimensions, and how this/these data 
model(s) can be extended for various business purposes. 

The course is a mixture of instructor-led presentations, demon-
strations in SimCorp Dimension, and hands-on exercises.

It is possible to extend the course with the course SimCorp Busi-
ness Intelligence, so that the construction of marts continues 
with the integration into a business intelligence solution.

Target audience
This course is relevant to staff in data warehouse teams or 
reporting teams, and participants of data warehouse projects, 
including data modelers, database administrators, reporting 
specialists, business analysts and other people with responsibili-
ty for data quality.

Data Warehouse 
Operations

Course Level
Advanced

Prerequisites
We recommend prior experience with export or transport 
of data between software components for reporting or 
migration purposes, especially Data Extractor (DEX) is 
valuable, as this tool reflects the basic ETL process. It is 
also important to have basic skills in SimCorp Dimension, 
equivalent to one of the courses SimCorp Dimension 
Academy or SimCorp Dimension Technical Foundation. 
Otherwise, ask for an introductory day, where topics such 
as navigation, transaction lifecycle and extractions in 
general will be covered.

Course Duration
3 days (+ possible addition of the SimCorp Business 
Intelligence course)
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Topics include
• Navigation

• Security Master (Static Data)

• SimCorp Dimension core concepts

• Transaction Processing

• Periodic adjustments (Mark-to-

Market)

• Accounting frameworks

• FAP and holdings structure

• Opening balance transactions

• General ledger

• Period closure

• General reconciliation

Description
The purpose of this course is to give you gener-
al knowledge about the key financial account-
ing functions/workflows in SimCorp Dimension.

After completing the course, you should be able to confidently 
use basic accounting functionality in SimCorp Dimension and 
address general related tasks in a production environment. 

The course is a mixture of instructor-led presentations, demon-
strations in SimCorp Dimension, and hands-on exercises.

Target audience
This course is relevant for anyone who works in an operational 
capacity in an accounting team.

Financial Accounting

Course level
Foundation/Intermediate 

Prerequisites
None. However, it is an advan-
tage if you have some familiarity 
with accounting.

Course duration
3 days
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Topics include
• Funds in general

• Funds supported in SimCorp 

Dimension

• Fund certificates

• Fund elements and concepts in 

SimCorp Dimension

• Defining and calculating costs

• Fund schemes and fund scheme 

lines

• Fund accounting setup

• Setting up fund events

• Fund operations in an STP flow

• Fund administration manager

Description
The purpose of this course is to introduce you 
to fund accounting and fund administration in 
SimCorp Dimension. You will learn about what 
fund types that are supported, how to get to 
the NAV, and issues and redemptions, as well 
as knowledge about the fund definition and 
fund schemes. 

After the course you should be able to monitor and test fund 
processing workflows in SimCorp Dimension.

The course is a mixture of instructor-led presentations, demon-
strations in SimCorp Dimension, and hands-on exercises.

Target audience
This course is relevant to people involved in fund administration 
projects: fund managers, staff responsible for defining and 
configuring fund structures, fund accountants and other people 
interested in learning how to configure the fund and process it in 
SimCorp Dimension. 

Fund Accounting
 

Course level
Advanced

Prerequisites
We recommend that you have completed the 
SimCorp Dimension Academy or SimCorp Dimension 
Business Foundation course and have previous 
working experience with SimCorp Dimension in a 
back office function. Additionally, you should have 
fundamental knowledge in fund accounting and 
related processes.

Course duration 
3 days
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Topics include
• Navigation in SimCorp Dimension

• Transaction Process

• Core concepts

• Static data/security master

• Settlement defaults, SSIs

• Cost defaults

• Safekeeping transactions (corporate 

actions processing)

• Portfolio calculation

• Fund accounting

• General reconciliation

• Holdings and Financial Accounting

• Accounting frameworks

Description
The purpose of this course is to introduce you 
to key operations functions/workflows in 
SimCorp Dimension. After completing the 
course, you will be able to confidently use 
essential operations functionality and address 
general tasks in a production environment.

The course is a mixture of instructor-led presentations, demon-
strations in SimCorp Dimension, and hands-on exercises.

Target audience
This course is relevant for those who work in operations/back 
office or for those who need an introduction to the handling of 
operational procedures in SimCorp Dimension.

Operations

Course level
Foundation

Prerequisites
None, however this course should not 
be taken by those who have attended 
SimCorp Dimension Academy. 

Course duration
3 days 
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Topics include
• Indexes and benchmarks – defini-

tions and return calculations

• The performance measurement 

workflow

• Integrated investment processing 

(modelling) in performance measure-

ment – model portfolios, investment 

structures, strategic asset allocation

• Cash buckets

• Benchmark calculation and portfolio 

aggregation benchmarks

• Equity attribution models – Brinson 

models, top-down and bottom-up 

models, level-by-level and multi-level 

equity attribution models

• Introduction to factor-based fixed 

income performance attribution – 

model construction including selec-

tion of factor sensitivities

Description
The purpose of this course is to introduce 
you to the performance solution in SimCorp 
Dimension. The course covers the setup and 
maintenance of indexes and benchmarks and 
gives a basic understanding of the return cal-
culation flow in the performance solution and 
how performance figures can be displayed and 
investigated.

The concept of integrated investment processing (or modelling) 
is introduced from a performance measurement perspective. The 
course also introduces you to the theoretical background that is 
necessary to work with the performance solution.

The course is a mixture of instructor-led presentations, demon-
strations in SimCorp Dimension, and hands-on exercises. 

A blended learning course is also available that covers the points 
below except equity attribution models and factor-based fixed 
income performance attribution.

In the blended learning course, learners will study an online 
curriculum as preparation for an instructor-led session which is 
devoted to hands-on exercises. 

Target audience
This course is targeted at performance analysts working with 
the performance solution in SimCorp Dimension. 

Performance 
Measurement

Course level
Intermediate

Prerequisites
We recommend that you have 
attended a SimCorp Dimension in-
troduction course, such as SimCorp 
Dimension Academy or SimCorp 
Dimension Business Foundation 
course, as a minimum.

Course duration
3 days
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Topics include 
• NAV Processing

• Market Data Validation

• Portfolio and Fund schemes 

• Calculation definitions, calculation 

segments

• Fund in SimCorp Dimension

• Setting up portfolio/fund events

• Setting up an Event Group 

• Event execution 

• Defining and calculating service 

costs 

• STP Alerts & Dashboards

• Portfolio/Fund Administration 

Manager

Description 
The purpose of this course is to introduce 
you to Portfolio and Fund Administration in 
SimCorp Dimension. The Straight-Through-Pro-
cessing for Portfolios and Funds offers high 
degree of automation and flexibility in the daily 
administration tasks.

During the course, you will learn how to create a 
Straight-Through-Processing flow, and how to get to the NAV. The 
course also covers calculation definitions, calculation segments 
and fund definitions. 

After a successful completion of the course, you should be able 
to create schemes, as well as monitor and test portfolio or fund 
processing workflows in SimCorp Dimension. 

The course is a mixture of instructor-led presentations, demon-
strations in SimCorp Dimension, and hands-on exercises. 

Target audience 
This course is relevant to people involved in portfolio and fund 
administration projects: portfolio managers, fund managers, 
staff responsible for defining and configuring fund structures, 
accountants, and other professionals interested in learning to 
configure the STP and process it in SimCorp Dimension. 

Portfolio & Fund STP

 

Course level 
Intermediate

Prerequisites 
We recommend that you have complet-
ed the SimCorp Dimension Academy 
or the SimCorp Dimension Business 
Foundation course and have previous 
working experience with SimCorp 
Dimension in a back office function. 
The course shares some content with 
the Fund Accounting course.

Course duration 
2 days 
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Topics include
• Core concepts – status levels, state 

controls, reversals, trade enrichment 

(overview)

• Settlement defaults, SSIs

• Transaction registration

• Position viewing

• Trade confirmation and settlement 

instructions (SWIFT)

• Auxiliary jobs

• STP process

• Settlement Manager

• Trade registration 

• Components of Straight Through 

Processing (STP) 

• Control and overview of the settle-

ment workflow via trade processing 

dashboard

Description
The purpose of this course is to introduce you 
to the most important functionality surrounding 
trade processing, settlement and SWIFT in 
SimCorp Dimension.

During the course, you will be introduced to the core concepts 
of transaction processing, standard settlement instructions 
(SSI), confirmation and settlement messages (SWIFT), and the 
Settlement Manager dashboard. After completing the course, you 
will be able to troubleshoot and perform various tasks associated 
with the settlement process in SimCorp Dimension. 

The course is a mixture of instructor-led presentations, demon-
strations in SimCorp Dimension, and hands-on exercises.

Target audience
This course is relevant for anyone who works in Operations/
Settlement areas.

Settlement/SWIFT

Course level
Intermediate

Prerequisites
We recommend that you have 
completed the SimCorp Dimension 
Academy, or SimCorp Dimension 
Business Foundation, or at least have 
navigating knowledge of SimCorp 
Dimension.

Course duration
2 days
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Topics include
• Navigation in the Data Model 

Designer

• Construction of star marts in the 

Data Warehouse Manager

• Data flow from the data warehouse 

to SimCorp Business Intelligence

• An introduction to QVD files

• Construction of apps starting from a 

QVD file

• Master items

• Selections of data: interactively, filter 

panes or bookmarks

• Building a simple dashboard with 

analytics and charts

• Simple set analysis

Description
The purpose of this course is to introduce 
you to the setup and application of SimCorp 
Business Intelligence, an extension to the Data 
Warehouse Manager.

SimCorp Business Intelligence is a software component based on 
Qlik Sense, with an integrated interface in the Data Warehouse 
Manager. You will see examples on how data are delivered from 
the Data Warehouse Manager to SimCorp Business Intelligence, 
in a so-called ‘Apps’. You will learn how analytics are visualized 
with common chart types. 

The course is a mixture of instructor-led presentations, demon-
strations in SimCorp Dimension, and hands-on exercises.

We will not explore the advanced features in Qlik Sense, as these 
features are more generic, related to in-depth analysis of financial 
figures, rather than being related to the data flow from the data 
warehouse to the consumers. 

The course can be delivered as a standalone training, or as an 
extension to the data warehouse operations course, which then 
becomes five full days.

Target audience
This course is relevant to data warehouse teams, business 
analysts, report specialists and application support staff mem-
bers, that are involved in the development and maintenance of 
business intelligence (BI) solutions, based on data from SimCorp 
Dimension. 

SimCorp Business 
Intelligence

Course level
Foundation/Intermediate

Prerequisites
We recommend that you have 
basic hands-on experience with 
the Data Warehouse Manager 
and general understanding of 
business intelligence tools.

Course duration
2 Days
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Topics include
IT (default): The focus is on pure IT 
operations like installing the different 
components on the applications 
servers. We will not talk about user 
administration or how to apply .ins files 
or patches. 

Support: We will go through basic 
concepts but exclude the raw pure 
technical tasks of installing the com-
ponents. Additionally, we show how to 
install patches and .ins files and how 
to do user administration.

Combination: Here we will go through 
the topics of both course options 
together.

Description
The purpose of this course is to introduce you 
to the technical foundation components and 
concepts used in SimCorp Dimension. System 
operators and administrators that have taken 
the course will be able to perform many basic 
tasks used in daily operation and technical 
maintenance of a SimCorp Dimension installa-
tion.

The course is a mixture of instructor-led presentations, demon-
strations in SimCorp Dimension, and hands-on exercises.

This course will explain the basic technical concepts of all the 
different components of a SimCorp Dimension installation but 
will be slightly different in contents based on the main target 
audience.

Target audience
This course is relevant to different target audiences depending 
on the course option. The IT (default) option of the course is 
applicable for pure IT people that will be involved in for example 
setting up environments, monitoring. The Support option of the 
course is relevant to system administrators who need to manage 
the SimCorp Dimension environments. The Combination option is 
available to those who need to learn about both areas.

System Operation 
Technical Environment 
(SOTEC) - modular (2-4 days) 

Course level
Foundation/Intermediate

Prerequisites
We recommend that you have basic hands-on 
experience navigating around SimCorp Dimension 
and general technical experience.

Course duration
3 days (SOTEC IT or SOTEC Support) or 4 days 
(SOTEC Combination)
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Topic IT (default) Support Combination

System Architecture
General presentation about SimCorp Dimension technical 
aspects, getting everyone to the same starting point

X X X

Deployment options
Different ways to deploy SimCorp Dimension, Network 
installation, Local installation + Simple deployment (basics)

X X X

Oracle for SimCorp Dimension
How to configure SimCorp Dimension to work with a certain 
database, where to find DB related info and modify it, how 
to configure the Oracle instance and some nice tools in SCD 
for Oracle-related tasks

X X X

MUCS 
What this component is used for and how to install, operate 
and monitor

X
X 

(Excluding 
how to install)

X

Service Operation Platform
SOP, what is it, how to install, how to operate/monitor 
internal of SCD and externally

X
X 

(Excluding 
how to install)

X

Batch Jobs & Batch Job Groups
What are they and how to configure and run them both from 
inside SCD and outside + tool show to monitor the daily 
batch flow

X X X

Case Study
Practice what you have been learning, hands on to an envi-
ronment to install different components and operate them

X X

Monitoring 
Monitoring options inside and outside of SCD, mainly about 
monitoring the platform (no business processes here)

X X X

Audit Trail
What is the audit trail, how to configure it and how to use it

X X X

Cleanup & Archiving
How to do cleanups and archiving in SCD and how is this 
working and how to configure

X X X

INS files & Patching
What are they and how to install them

X X

User Administration
What user types are there and how to configure/manage 
them

X X

Incident management
What are cases and how to create, monitor them

X X
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About SimCorp
 
SimCorp offers industry-leading, front-to-back investment management solutions.

Our platform and ecosystem, comprising partners, services, and third-party 
connectivity empowers us to provide 40% of the world’s top 100 financial companies 
with the efficiency and flexibility needed to succeed.

With over 25 offices around the world, and 2,000 employees, we are a truly global, 
collaborative team that connects every continent and industry seamlessly.

For more information, please visit www.simcorp.com
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